
  2 June 1944 Me410A-1 Wn.420448           9K+MM 4/KG51

Shot down by a night fighter near Nouilly, France. Lt Martin Kneis injured.

  6 June 1944 Me410A-1 Wn.420428           9K+AM 4/KG51

Shot down by a night fighter on landing at St André, sur L’Eure, France. Ff: Ofw Hermann Bolten 
injured. Bf: Fw Wilhelm Lohe killed.

  7 June 1944 Me410A-1 Wn.420200           9K+IM 4/KG51

Failed to return from operations over Intruder Area C, England. Ff: Uffz Karl-Heinz Mond and  
Bf: Uffz Hugo Hagel both lost without trace.

  7 June 1944 Me410A-1 Wn.420654            9K+HM 4/KG51

Failed to return from operations over Intruder Area C, England. Ff: Hptm Werner Dürr and  
Bf: Fw Walter Heinemann both lost without trace.

  7 June 1944 Me410A-1 Wn.420018            9K+DP 6/KG51

Failed to return from operations over Intruder Area C, England. Ff: Fw Hans Seemann and  
Bf: Uffz Karl-Heinz Steffen both lost without trace.

  12-13 June 1944 Me410A-1 Wn.420027            9K+HP 6/KG51

150 yards east of Choats Manor Way, Barking, Essex. 03.42 hrs. 

This aircraft was flying up the Thames Estuary at 400 ft when it was engaged by anti aircraft guns, 
dived into the ground and burned out.
Markings: H in black outlined in yellow. The upper surfaces bluish grey, undersurfaces black.
Engines: DB 603, port nr. 160059 maker hat.
Armament: four MG 151/20, two MG 17 forward firing, two MG 131 in lateral barbettes.
Equipment: FuBl 2, FuGe 25a, FuGe 101am identified.
ID: 57358, AW: grey linen, Fl.H.Kdtr.A21/XII, 116/9/42, FP: -.
Ff: Fw Siegfried Schönberger 57358/271 +. CC 1/380.
Bf: Uffz Kurt Quatfasel EKI, 57358/2745 +. CC 1/381. Tried to bale out.

The wireless operator was known by Air Intelligence to have been in 16/KG2 in August 1943.

Below and opposite page:
The wrecked rear 
fuselage of Me410 9K+HP 
at Barking in Essex. The 
soldier below is holding 
one of the rearward firing 
MG131s.
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  13 June 1944 V.1. Pilotless aircraft.

Swanscombe, Kent. 04.20 hrs.

Landed in an open field, producing a small crater and a wide blast effect.
Considerable quantity of wreckage was recovered, including the motor unit, the main spars and an altitude 
control, presumable calibrated in meters, reading from 550 to 1000. The remains of a barometric capsule 
were also found.

  13 June 1944  V.1. Pilotless aircraft.

Railway bridge, over the junction of Grove Road and Burnside Road, Bethnal Green. 04.30 hrs.

The bridge was of steel girder construction and was very badly damaged by blast, two of the tracks being 
blown into the road below. Blast damage was considerable over a radius of 400 yards.
From the wreckage of this crash the fin and rudder were recovered in reasonable shape and also the 
sparking plug which is made by Bosch Model W.145 F.1.

  13 June 1944 V.1. Pilotless aircraft.

Whitemans Green, near Cuckfield, Sussex. 04.30 hrs.

Crashed into a wheatfield forming a very shallow crater but wide area of blast effect. A farmhouse some 
300 yards from the point of impact suffered superficial damage. The wreckage of this aircraft produced 
parts of the wire wound spheres believed to contain compressed air and also what might have been a clock 
to control the range.

  13 June 1944 V.1. Pilotless aircraft.

Crouch, six miles east of Sevenoaks, Kent. 05.07 hrs.

This aircraft was seen approaching by an eye witness who stated that the sound of the propulsion unit 
became very irregular, and the aircraft shortly afterwards crashed into a strawberry field, forming a small 
crater, four feet deep by six feet in diameter but the blast effect was very severe over a circle having a 
diameter of eighty yards. Cottages in the neighbourhood, which were protected by woods, were damaged 
up to a distance of 300 yards. The wreckage of this aircraft was completely disintegrated.

Opposite page:
Closer examination of the 
rearward firing MG131 
barbette of Me410 9K+HP 
at Barking in Essex. 

Below: On 13 June 1944 
the first V1s hit the 
English countryside.  The 
RAF Investigators were 
duly despatched  and 
made their reports but it 
quickly became apparent 
that these were pilotless 
bombs and therefore 
didn’t need to be 
investigated and recorded 
in any great detail.
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Ff: Oblt Hans Georg Kasper  EKI +. CC 5/211.
Bo: Ofw Gunther Hupka  EKI +. CC 5/212.
Bf: Uffz Bernhard Morweiser EKI +. CC 5/210.
Bs: Ogefr Peter Werkhausen +.  CC 5/209.
Bs: Uffz Willi Scheel EKI slightly injured.

The second gunner had completed fifty-eight operations, while the first gunner had only just joined the 
crew after they had converted from the Ju88 to the Ju188.

   12-13 July 1944 Ju88G-1 Wn.712273           4R+UR 7/NJG2

Woodbridge Aerodrome, Suffolk. 04.25 hrs. 

Started from Volkel at 00.15 hrs with seven other aircraft on a night fighter patrol over a sector of the 
North Sea off the Dutch Coast. Experiencing trouble with radio navigation equipment and wireless 
transmitter, the crew continued patrol in 10/10ths cloud at 9,000 ft. After the pilot got lost and flew 
a reciprocal course and believed himself very near to Berlin, having seen a beacon flashing AO, the 
characters for Staaken aerodrome, turned east with the intention of finding Volkel aerodrome by dead 
reckoning. After a while being very low on fuel, the pilot spotted an airfield, came in low, made a circuit 
and after firing a green flare, received a green in response, made a wheels down landing. The crew only 
realised that they were in England when they were captured by an RAF Sergeant.
The airframe is that of a Ju 88 C or R, except that a Ju 188 tail had been fitted.
Markings: Call sign GF+XO. The camouflage is duck egg blue on all surfaces with dark grey mottling 
superimposed on the top surfaces.
Engines: BMW 801 G-2 fitted with VDM, three bladed metal propellers. Port nummer 326729, 
starboard nummer 327293.
Armament: the forward firing armament comprised four fixed MG 151/20. These guns were mounted 
in a large blister, measuring eleven feet, three inches long by twelve inches deep by twenty-six inches 
wide on the port underside of the fuselage. The breeches were in the forward bomb bay and above 
them were the ammunition tanks which were estimated to hold 250 rounds each. The rearward firing 
armament consisted of one MG 131 in a manually operated dorsal ring, the ammunition tank designed 
for holding 500 rounds. There was no bombing equipment on this aircraft.
Equipment: Revi 6 D gunsight fitted for forward armament. The German AI apparatus, Lichtenstein 
FuGe 220 (model S.N.2.) was fitted. A new installation for homing onto Allied Radar, (eg Monica) 
was also installed, comprising a receiver and C/R tube indicator designated Flesenburg Gerät, FuGe 
227 (the aircraft having only being delivered the previous week, especially equipped with the new 
equipment). The FuGe 227 was designed to home in on the British Monica signals, the pilot also 
referring to this equipment as ‘Rosendahl’. FuGe 25A IFF was fitted.

   14 June 1944 Ju88A-14 Wn.822638          3Z+PH 1/KG77

At sea - off Falmouth, Devon. 

Body picked up from the sea 18th June. A Gefrieter Bock, an observer was known to be with 1/606, 
later 1/KG77 in 1941 and part of the crew of Hauptmann Lorenz, the Staffelkapitan of 1/KG77.
ID: 75711, AW: blue, Grieslienen, 1/8/43, FP: -.
Uffz Heinz Bock 73711/217 +. CC 5/285.
Lt Erich Ficke +. NKG.
Uffz Rudolf Wartha +. NKG.
Uffz Adolf Bernhard +. NKG.

   14-15 June 1944 Ju88A-4            3Z+ET 9/KG77

In sea between the invasion beaches and England

Between 10 and 12 aircraft took off armed with torpedoes to attack cross-channel shipping. This aircraft 
was hit by AA fire from ships and crashed in the sea at 00.30 hrs. Pilot and gunner were picked up from 
the sea by a ship.
Ff: Ofw Willy Thiele - injured.
Bo: Ofahn Helmut Schott +. Buried at sea by the R.N.
Bf: Ogefr Alfred Hetzelt +. NKG.
Bs: Gefr Elmo Strunck.

   15 June 1944 Me410A-1 Wn.420417           9K+GN 5/KG51

Failed to return from intruder operations over the Cambridge area. Ff: uffz Heinrich Ramm and Bf: Uffz 
Karl Seeland both lost without trace.

   20-21 June 1944 Ju188 F-1 Wn.280608           A6+HH 1(F)/120

Four miles west-north-west of Rothes, Morayshire. 01.15 hrs. 

Started Stavanger / Sola. While on a reconnaissance flight hit the top of a hill some 1,200 ft high and 
partially buried in a peat bog with wreckage being widely scattered.
Markings: very dark green on upper surfaces, duck egg blue on lower. The outer four feet of the under 
surface of the wings were painted white. Call sign VL+MZ.
Engines: BMW 801 G-2.
Armament: one MG 131 in dorsal turret, one MG 131 in rear dorsal, twin MG 81 ventral. Two ETC 
1000 bomb carriers fitted with slip 2000/XIII installed under wing.
Equipment: the standard cameras, one 50 x 30 cms and the other 30 x 30 cms, together with films were 
recovered. There was also hand cameras, size 12.5 cms in the wreckage. Radio equipment was FuGe 
10 P, FuGe 101 A, FuGe 16 FuB1 2F. S compass fitted and two fuselage petrol tanks carried. Balloon 
cutter fitted.
ID: 51513, AW: pale green, 9 February 1944, FP: L 39009 Berlin.
Ff: Fw Friedrich Schanze  +. Lossiemouth, Morayshire.
Bo:  Oblt Joachim Winne +. Lossiemouth, Morayshire.
Uffz Werner Stallmann +. Lossiemouth, Morayshire.
Gefr Werner Sebisch +.  Lossiemouth, Morayshire.  

   23-24 June 1944 Ju188F-1 Wn.281620           F6+JL 3(F)/122

Padley Water, Chillesford, near Woodbridge, Suffolk. 00.23 hrs 

Started from Soesterberg at 21.00 hrs on shipping reconnaissance. Shot down by a Mosquito night 
fighter at 15,000 ft, burst into flames, broke up in the air with the wreckage being widely scattered and 
the front portion burnt out. The flight engineer was thrown clear and came down by parachute. This is 
the first time a German aircraft was discovered fitted with night cameras.
Markings: upper surfaces dark green, lower surfaces sprayed black over light blue.
Engines: BMW 801.
Armament: one MG 131 in dorsal turret, twin MG 81 in ventral position. Only internal bomb stowage 
was provided and believed that some photo-flash bombs had been jettisoned.
Equipment: FuGe 10 P, FuGe 16, FuBl 2F, FuGe 25 A and FuGe 216; rearward looking AI. The new 
types of camera were 50 x 30 cms and labeled Nrb and carried works nos. 75 and 77.

Below:  Ju88 G-1 4R+UR 
which landed in error at 
RAF Woodbridge on 12/13 
July 1944.  This aircraft 
revealed a new radar set 
that homed in on ‘Monica’ 
signals.  ‘Monica’ was 
a tail mounted warning 
system fitted to RAF 
bombers that alerted RAF 
crews to the presence 
of night fighters.  Sadly, 
with this new radar set, 
‘Monica’ simply gave the 
bomber’s position away.  
It was removed very soon 
after this was discovered.

MAP ID 2  (page 1405)
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MAP ID 4  (page 1405)
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Communications equipment consisted of FuGe 10P with PeGe 6. The pilot’s VHF R/T set was an 
entirely new designation FuGe 16ZY. Blind landing equipment FuBl 2F fitted.
Only two of the crew were wearing a parachute and single seater dinghy.
ID: 65066, AW: blue-grey, Langendiebach, 6 June 1944, FP: L 54113 Frankfurt.
Ff: Uffz Hans Mäckle EKII. 
BF: Ogefr Heinz Olze EKII. 
Bs: Ogefr Hans Möckl EKII.

The crew were on their ninth War flight. On their eighth War Flight the night of the 22/23rd June they 
shot down a Lancaster thirty miles west of Volkel for which they were awarded the Eisernkreuz and a 
bottle of champagne each, although on landing at Mannheim they damaged the undercarriage of their 
aircraft.
A delivery note for a Ju88C-6 which had been delivered to Wiener-Neustadt for overhaul gave the 
lettering as 4R+FR, werke nummer 720110.
The strength of the 7th Staffel was eleven Ju88G-1 and crews; the 8th Staffel, also based at Volkel was 
about the same. On two or three occasions since the invasion of France up to 50% of the two Staffeln 
had been transferred to Coulommiers for operations.
The morale of the pilot was only fair, possibly due to having been in trouble for flying offences and 
spent six months in prison. The wireless operator and gunner showed high morale and good security.
The aircraft was later re-numbered with RAF serial number TP190 and later AM231.

Below:  Another view of 
Ju88 G-1 4R+UR which 
landed in error at RAF 
Woodbridge on 12/13 
July 1944, note the tall 
‘Ju188’ tail.

Right:  These photos were 
taken on the same sortie 
after being repainted in 
RAF markings.  In the 
top image the photo has 
been retouched, probably 
post-war to represent a 
standard German night-
fighter.
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   20-21 July 1944 Bf109G-6/U-2    Wn.412951      white 16 + 1/JG301

Manston Aerodrome, Kent. 02.40 hrs. 

After an uneventful Wilde Sau Operation over Northern France, the pilot circled an airfield which he 
thought was on the French / Belgium border and made a wheels down landing but was surprised to find 
he was in England.
Markings: 16 in white followed by a two foot wide brown band. Call sign NS+FE. Maker mcu. The 
aircraft was painted grey all over with khaki and blue mottling on the upper surfaces. The spinner was 
painted alternate black and white spirals.
Engine: DB 605 A-1, werke nr. 007/07111, maker hsq.
Armament: one MG 151/20 firing through propeller hub, two MG 151/20 in under wing gondolas, two 
MG 131 over engine.
Equipment. Revi 16 B gunsight. FuGe 16Z and FuGe 25A wireless fitted. For the first time in a fighter 
ultra-violet cockpit lighting installation was found. A sixty-six gallon jettisonable fuel tank was carried 
on the fuselage bomb rack.
ID: -, AW: -, FP: 53145A.
Ff: Lt Horst Prenzel.

This airman had twenty-five War Flights to his credit of which ten were in the daylight defence of 
Germany, the rest being Wilde Sau operations.
This aircraft was later given the RAF Serial number TP814.

Below:  One of the two 
Bf109s that landed within 
five minutes of each other 
at Manston on the night of 
20/21 July 1944.

Opposite, repainted in 
RAF markings and given 
the serial TP814, White 
16 was passed to the 
AFDU at Wittering to fly 
mock combats against 
Spitfires and Mustangs.  It 
was written off in a take 
off accident in November 
1944.
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